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riginally conceived as an outback family fan-
tasy cottage by British self-made IT millionaire 
Rory Sweet on his 12,000 acre Leobo private 

estate, overlooking the Palala Valley in the Waterberg 
in Limpopo, The Observatory has become one of South 
Africa’s most spectacular and secluded bush escapes.
 
Designed and built by the award-winning husband and 
wife architects Silvio Rech and Lesley Carstens in a 
location filled with an abundance of wildlife, rugged rock, 
bushveld savannah, and natural streams, The Observa-
tory is a house with astounding volumes, sleek expanses 
of glass that, together with the larger Reserve lodge, 
appears almost as a sand-castle mould that perfectly 
complements its undulating and sunburnt surrounding.
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One of South Africa’s most spectacular and 
exclusive getaways, full of Luxury, Serenity and above all Fun. 

Designed to ensure a secluded and
unforgettable stay.

the ObservatOry
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Reflecting Silvio and Lesley’s signature style, that marries 
raw organic authenticity with attention to detail design 
and “raise the bar” luxury, the emphasis in the house’s 
construction has involved the deliberate use of local 
craftsmen, local materials and style in order to create 
those unique and distinctive authentic pieces of furniture 
and interiors peppered throughout the house.

Filled with these remarkable ethnic decorative detail-
ing’s, such as the hand-stitched blue wildebeest ceiling 
in the small lounge, the clusters of white cowhide mats, 
ceramic tiles stitched together with leather into table 
tops, beautifully beaded light-fittings, which hang like 
multiple pearl necklaces over a window frame, or the 
hammered railway sleepers and numerous signature 
African sculptured artefacts, and Bushman paintings, 
the interiors throughout the house create a more 
holistic sense of curated spaces as apposed to so of 
the more contrived and over-designed interpretations 
that we see in many of today’s “luxury” African lodge. 
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Evoking echoes of the style of Damien Hirst, the creative 
flare of interior designer Aparna Ramani has designed the 
placement of a dramatic hippo-skeleton chandelier 
suspended by gleaming steel callipers from the timbered 
roof frame, which dominates the expansive dining area. 

Beneath this striking chandelier the vast dining table, made 
from a slab of sand stone white rock sourced from a regional 
quarry adds to an inviting open space perfect for entertain-
ing whilst enjoying unfiltered panoramic views and smells 
of the African plans. A space which, thanks to a steel 
engineered roof, does away with any columns needed to 
support a covered verandah. 
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the SLeek, egg-ShaPed bathS are accomPanied 
by fanS, overSized WindoWS and Wide daybedS 
Perfect of LeiSureLy recLining WhiLe enjoying the 
Panoramic of the african PLanS.
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a cLean, SumPtuouS, retrained and eLegant aPProach 
haS been adoPted in the interior deSign of each of the 
bedroomS Which thankfuLLy avoidS the comPuLSion 
for PredicabLe over-deSigned cLutter.
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SiLvio rech and LeSLey carSten’S PaSSion for timber 
threadS through to the bedroomS Where the bedPoStS

are great Winding SiLvery tWiStS of LeadWood, adding 
baLance to the vaSt high ceiLing and, With the fLoWing 
curtainS, that LuxuriouS effect and finiSh.
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The Observatory, laid out as an extension of the main 
lodge, comes equipment with a well-stocked library and 
serviced by its own butler, maid and chef, has a heated 
infinity pool, expansive deck and a jacuzzi on the roof. 
Distinguished by its domed electric roof and Nasa-grade 
20-inch telescope this astronomical observatory, that the 
owner is able to control from London, was sourced from 
America and allows star gazing in the bush to have that 
added touch of scientific precision.

Comprised of three incredible suites, two of which boast 
uninterrupted views of the Waterberg mountains, are 
extremely spacious and beautifully decorated in chic 
African style with dramatic floor-to-ceiling glass windows.  
Four-poster beds, subdued neutral toned linens, over-
sized pillows, fireplaces, comfortable lounge chairs and 
truly indulgent bathrooms with enormous baths and both 
indoor and outdoor showers, complete the essence of 
luxury.  With a free reign in conceptualising the property, 
the imaginative design pairing of Silvio Rech and Lesley 
Carstens appears to has captured the owners vibrant 
personalities and love of adventure to stunning effect.
 

Leobo Private reServe iS onLy rented on an excLuSive baSiS. gueStS can book 

the obServatory, the Lodge or a combination of both. the obServatory 

accommodateS 9 PeoPLe the Leobo Lodge accommodateS 18.

Fmi
www.leoboprivatereserve.com
email: reservations@fish-i.co.za

tel: 087 808 1513 
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